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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2011020699A1] The invention relates to a vacuum cleaner (10) having a dust chamber (11) and having a filter carrier (20) for holding a
planar filter flange (30), wherein the filter carrier (20) is rotatably mounted on a first inner surface (12) of the dust chamber (11) by means of a rotary
joint (21) with an axis of rotation (22), has at least one support point (23) for the support of the filter carrier (20) on at least one rest point (14) of the
dust chamber (11), and has a filter flange plane (24) defined by the mounted planar filter flange (30), wherein the projection (25) of the support point
(23) onto the filter flange plane (24) is at a supporting distance (27) from the projection (26) of the axis of rotation (22) onto the filter flange plane
(24) and said supporting distance (27) is perpendicular to the projection (26) of the axis of rotation (22). The present invention makes it possible
using simply-designed and cost-effective means to provide an improved vacuum cleaner with filter carrier. In particular, by means of the invention,
it is possible to provide a vacuum cleaner having a filter carrier which is captively retained by virtue of being rotatably mounted and which can be
stably supported. Furthermore, damage as a result of an introduction of high forces can be avoided.
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